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Abstract. When a cable TV network that provides Internet access is connected
to multiple ISPs, there are instances where multicast does not work or works inefficiently. This paper identifies causes of these problems, and proposes solutions,
demonstrating that it is possible to provide efficient multicast with any of the
architectures under consideration. In addition, the de facto industry standard for
data transmission over cable networks, DOCSISTM , guarantees that a cable company will have the ability to block certain multicast traffic (such as traffic generated by Internet television broadcasters which compete with the cable company’s
core business.) This paper describes how an ISP can circumvent this. Under the
assumption that there is a significant amount of multicast traffic, we show thatcable companies and ISPs would be motivated to provide multicast services in all
cases, but there are cases where they are not motivated to choose an efficient approach. Finally, we consider the impact of possible regulation that prohibits cable
companies from blocking. In cases where this regulation has any impact, it can
increase or decrease the cost of multicast services.

1

Introduction

Many companies multicast television and radio programming over the Internet [1][4], even though dial-up access cannot support real-time video and is marginal for
quality audio. As more subscribers get broadband Internet access [5], these and other
multicast applications may become common, making multicast efficiency important.
Efficient multicast mechanisms have been developed for a cable network
connected to one Internet Service Provider (ISP), as was typical when Internet over
cable began. However, this is changing. The US Government required Time Warner
to connect its cable networks to multiple ISPs as a condition of the merger with
America On Line [6]. There have also been trials with multiple ISPs in the U.S. [7][11]. Moreover, multiple ISPs can connect to cable data networks in Canada [12].
In this paper, we address multicast over cable platforms that support multiple ISPs.
With current methods of enabling connections between cable networks and multiple
ISPs, there are realistic cases in which multicast does not work or works inefficiently.
We describe the causes of these problems and possible solutions. Additionally, the
dominant standard for IP over cable [13] allows a cable company to block any multi1
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cast stream it wishes. For example, a cable company might use this capability to block
services such as Internet TV that would compete with the cable company’s core business [14]. We will describe the mechanism to block competing multicast traffic, and
how ISPs can provide multicast services even when cable companies try to block.
Under the assumption that multicast becomes common, we will examine the conditions in which cable companies and ISPs are motivated to provide efficient multicast
services, and the conditions in which a cable company would have incentive to use its
blocking capability. There has been controversy regarding whether cable companies
should be regulated so they cannot limit competition, or interfere with the free flow of
information [15]-[17]. Under the same assumption that multicast is common, we also
examine the possible consequences of regulating multicast mechanisms.
In section 2, we review architectures that permit multiple ISPs to operate over a
cable network. Section 3 presents associated multicast problems on these architectures
and proposes solutions. Section 4 explains how cable companies can block multicast
traffic, and what an ISP can do to prevent this. Section 5 evaluates which technical
design decisions would best support an effective business strategy from the perspective of a cable company and the perspective of an ISP. This section also considers the
effect of a regulatory prohibition on blocking. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2

Forwarding Mechanisms that Support Multiple ISPs

Figure 1 shows a typical cable architecture [18]-[19]. Subscribers access the network through a cable modem (CM). Traffic from CMs flows to a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS) [20] at the cable Head-End. The CMTS manages traffic
from or to the CMs, and allocates cable resources (i.e. bandwidth) both upstream and
downstream. The CMTS is generally connected to an upstream interconnection device
located at the Regional Head-End [20]. ISPs connect to the network at this Regional
Head-End. The protocol suite that defines the interface and operation requirements
for these devices is Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) [13].
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Fig. 1. Sample Cable Network Architecture with Multiple ISPs

When there are multiple ISPs connected to a cable network that uses typical routing techniques based on destination IP address at the regional head end, a subscriber’s
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packets are not always sent upstream to their preferred ISP. Many techniques have
been proposed to address this problem [21]-[26]. Among those, Source-address based
routing (SABR) and encapsulation have attracted the most attention.
With source-address based routing, each cable modem's source address is assigned
from the IP number pool associated with the customer's ISP [22], [23]. The router at
the cable head end forwards upstream packets to the appropriate ISP based on source
IP address instead of destination address. In effect, the router at the regional head end
acts as though it were N virtual routers, one for each ISP. Each virtual router handles
the packets that have source addresses in their range.
With encapsulation, a cable user’s data packets are put into another packet. Generally, the outer packet is addressed to the preferred ISP and the inner packet is
addressed to the final destination. The router at the cable head-end sees only the outer
packets and forwards accordingly. The ISP delivers the inner packet to its final destination over the Internet. Encapsulation enables tunneling, where outer packets support
tunnels between a cable user and a tunnel-terminating device (e.g. Access Concentrator). Inner packets travel inside those tunnels; each cable user has a separate tunnel
running transparently through the cable network to the ISP [22], with a unique session or tunnel IDs to identify it. The encapsulation mechanism can be managed by either the cable company or the ISP [23]. In the former case, the tunnel ends on the cable network; the cable network strips off the outer packet and forwards the inner
packet to the correct ISP. In the latter case, the tunnel ends at the ISP; the ISP strips
off the outer packet, and the cable company knows nothing about the inner packets.
PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE) [27] and Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) [28]
are the encapsulation protocols most discussed for cable networks. Both encapsulate
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) frames [29]. Figure 2 depicts a sample PPPoE architecture, where CM#1 and CM#2 users subscribe to ISPA and ISPB respectively.
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Fig. 2. Sample Cable Network Architecture with PPPoE
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When source-address based routing (SABR) is used as the underlying technology in
the cable network, the multicast transmissions pose different problems depending on
the IGMP [30] mode of the DOCSIS devices (i.e. CM and CMTS), and whether an
ISP can interpret multicast routing messages received from the cable network.
DOCSIS specifies two operational modes for the CMTS and CM devices: active
and passive [31]. Active mode devices are able to terminate and initiate IGMP messages (e.g. send and receive a membership query message) like a multicast-enabled
router [31]; passive mode devices cannot. Passive mode devices can only forward
IGMP messages. If a DOCSIS-compliant device (i.e. CMTS or CM) acts as a router,
it has to be in active mode; if it acts as bridge, it can be either active or passive.
If the CMTS is in active mode, multicast is not possible without protocol changes.
The CMTS in active mode collects membership information from the cable modems
via IGMP membership reports such as IGMP Join or Leave messages, and then summarizes these multicast activities by sending a message upstream to the regional headend. Depending on the protocol deployed, this upstream message could be a Protocol
Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) Join/Prune, a Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) Prune/Graft, or a Multicast Open Shortest Path First
(MOSPF) Link State Advertisement [32], [33]. The source address of a message sent
upstream to the regional head-end is the address of the CMTS, so a source-addressedbased router at the regional head-end router cannot determine where to forward the
packet. If it simply drops that packet, all multicast packets are lost.
There are two ways to make multicast possible. In one, which we call Selective
Forwarding, the router at the regional head-end forwards upstream unicast packets
based on source, and multicast packets sent by the CMTS (e.g. PIM-SM Join or
DVMRP Prune) based on destination address. Whenever a new multicast connection
is established, the router randomly selects an ISP, and forwards upstream multicast
messages to that ISP for the duration of the multicast. Alternatively, this problem
could be solved at the CMTS rather than at the regional head-end. Instead of using its
own IP address as the source of membership reports sent upstream to the regional
head-end (e.g. PIM-SM Join), the router at the CMTS could use the IP address of the
first cable modem to subscribe to the multicast. The router at the regional head-end
can then route this packet based on source address to an appropriate ISP.
Both schemes work if and only if the ISP understands these upstream multicast
messages. If the cable network and the ISPs do not adopt the same protocols, this can
be achieved by using an interdomain multicast protocol such as Border Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP) [34]. Alternatively, the router at the regional head-end could
send an IGMP join message upstream to an arbitrarily selected ISP router instead of
sending the multicast summary message.
With both of these approaches, it is preferable to send all packets through the ISP
associated with the first cable modem to subscribe, even if that cable modem has
since gone off line. Otherwise, the regional head-end may send upstream reports first
to one ISP, and then to another, which would cause both ISPs to simultaneously forward the stream for extended periods.
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All traffic from a given multicast stream would go through this same ISP. To be
fair to all ISPs, the probability of selecting a given ISP should be proportional to the
amount of multicast traffic received by that ISP's customers. If (and only if) the
amount of traffic carried by an ISP is consistently out of proportion, then there is a
fairness problem. This may occur when ISPs are selected randomly by the regional
head-end, but the correct probability distribution is not known. Fairness should not be
a problem if the matter is handled at the CMTS. The problem can also be prevented
outside the cable network through a new ISP Signaling Protocol, where ISPs dynamically negotiate with each other to decide which ISP delivers multicast data to the customers of all of the ISPs. ISPs would exchange information about the ongoing multicast groups/applications and their members. However, the signaling protocol adds
significant processing and communications overhead.
If the CMTS is operating in passive mode, multicast efficiency depends on the
IGMP mode of the CMs. Consider the case where the two cable users in Figure 1 are
associated with different ISPs and are interested in receiving the same multicast
stream. If both users successfully send membership reports (MR) (i.e. IGMP Join) to
their associated ISPs, then both ISPs will forward the multicast stream, causing each
CM to receive two copies of each packet. If the CMs are in active mode, duplicate
membership can be suppressed as follows. Every 10 seconds, customer devices send
MRs upstream to the CM, where they can be forwarded upstream to the CMTS. When
the CMTS receives an MR traveling upstream, the CMTS also forwards the MR on all
downstream links, so all CMs see the MR. An active mode CM will suppress upstream transmission of an MR that merely duplicates an MR it has seen. Thus, multicast is efficient when CMs are active mode. In contrast, a passive mode CM will
suppress an unnecessary MR only if it is holding the unnecessary MR in its buffer at
the instant when it observes an equivalent MR from another CM. To solve the resulting redundancy problem that occurs when CMTS and CMs are passive mode, the Selective Forwarding Mechanism explained above could be deployed.
In summary, without protocol changes, multicast is efficient when CMs are active
mode and the CMTS is passive mode, but multicast is inefficient when CMs and the
CMTS are passive, and multicast fails entirely when the CMTS is active.
3.2

Multicast Problems & Solutions with Encapsulation Mechanisms

If the cable network uses a standard encapsulation scheme such as L2TP or PPPoE as
described in Section 2, users will not be able to receive multicast packets without
protocol modifications. With these protocols, the cable network cannot observe the
multicast-related messages, such as membership reports. Consequently, when a router
at the regional cable head-end receives a downstream multicast packet, the router will
not recognize the multicast address, and will discard the packet.
There are two ways to make multicast work. The first is multiple unicast. With
this technique, a router converts each downstream multicast packet that arrives from
the Internet backbone to multiple unicast packets, and a packet is sent separately over
the cable network to each of the interested users. If the tunnel-terminating device is
within the ISP, then this conversion takes place at the ISP’s gateway. If the tunnelterminating device is within the cable network at the regional head-end, then this con-
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version can take place either at the head-end or the ISP’s gateway. This technique
requires some changes in the networking algorithms of either the ISP network or the
cable network. The disadvantage of this solution is the excess resources consumed by
redundant transmission of duplicate packets.
The second solution is discriminatory encapsulation, where multicast traffic is no
longer encapsulated in the upstream and the downstream directions, but unicast traffic
is encapsulated. Whenever a user wants to join a multicast application, encapsulation
software residing in the user's PC does not encapsulate multicast membership report
packets (i.e. IGMP Join.) This allows the cable network to be aware of the interested
multicast receivers. In the same way, the tunnel-terminating device does not encapsulate multicast packets in the downstream. Thus, the implementation of this scheme requires new encapsulation software that discriminates between multicast and unicast
traffic. This technique is more efficient than multiple unicast. However, as was discussed in Section 3.1, the ISP must be able to accept upstream reports from the regional head-end, either because there is an inter-domain multicast protocol such as
BGMP [34], both networks use the same multicast routing protocol, or the regional
head-end sends IGMP messages upstream.

4

Blocking Multicast Traffic

The DOCSIS protocol suite guarantees that a cable company can choose to block certain multicast traffic as a matter of its network policy [31]. For instance, a cable company may use this ability to block video streaming, which potentially competes with
the cable company’s core business. A DOCSIS-compliant CMTS can encrypt downstream multicast traffic, so that a cable modem must request the decryption key from
the CMTS. The CMTS blocks the stream by denying the request [35]. In such a case,
some interested customers will not be able to receive multicast streams.
However, an ISP can provide its customers with a multicast service that the cable
company cannot block by using the multiple unicast technique described in Section
3.2; an ISP unicasts each packet downstream to every cable customer that wishes to
receive the multicast service. The redundant transmissions obviously create higher
loads than would be seen with an efficient multicast mechanism.
For multiple unicast to work, CMs must send membership reports upstream such
that they reach the ISP, without being terminated en route at the CMTS or the regional head-end. Thus, upstream membership reports should be encapsulated. In systems where all upstream traffic is encapsulated, multiple unicast is always an option
for ISPs. The method cannot be used in cases where software at the customer premises only encapsulates non-multicast upstream traffic as described in Section 3.2, or
where source-address based routing is used and no upstream traffic is encapsulated.
Thus, an ISP can use the multiple unicast technique where all upstream traffic is encapsulated, or where the ISP (and not just the cable company) provides the customer
with the relevant piece of software to encapsulate the upstream membership report.
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Multicast Strategies that Advance Business Objectives

This section examines which multicast mechanisms are likely to be adopted,
assuming that multicast traffic is abundant, so there is incentive for protocol enhancements that improve multicast efficiency. Nevertheless, cable companies and
ISPs do not always maximize profit by cooperating in attempts to improve efficiency.
Section 5.1 describes the extent to which cable companies and ISPs would be motivated to deploy mechanisms that would influence the efficiency of multicast under
the assumption that cable companies are not restricted by regulation, or influenced by
fear of regulation. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discuss the technical options available to cable
companies and ISPs, and identify which options these companies would select based
on these motivations, with SABR and encapsulation respectively. In Section 5.4, we
show how results would differ if regulators prohibited cable companies from using
the blocking mechanism described in Section 4. Results both with and without this
prohibition on blocking are summarized in Table 1 at the end of this section.
5.1

Motivation for Technical Efficiency

The pricing of Internet services influences who pays the price for inefficiency. The
prices charged by cable companies can be categorized as usage-based or non-usagebased [36]. With the former, price depends on the amount of data sent and received.
With the latter, price is fixed, independent of the amount of data sent and received.
With usage-based pricing, ISPs have incentive to facilitate efficient multicast
where possible, so multicast becomes less expensive. Cable companies share this motivation for efficiency, except for multicast applications that directly compete with a
cable company’s core revenue sources such as broadcast television and pay-per-view
movies. A cable company may increase its profit by causing competing services (e.g.
Internet video broadcasting) to be more expensive. Nevertheless, cable companies
benefit from an efficient multicast capability, because DOCSIS guarantees them the
ability to block, thereby preventing competing services from using this capability.
ISPs can still provide multicast for competing services through multiple unicast,
but the resulting redundancy makes multicast more expensive. Alternatively, it is
conceivable that some networks may someday have the ability to offer discriminatory
prices for different multicast streams, perhaps based on source address; in this case,
the cable company could charge competing services more instead of blocking.
With non-usage-based pricing, cable companies always have incentive to make
multicast efficient because efficiency reduces resource consumption without affecting
the cable company’s revenue. In contrast, ISPs have much less incentive to make multicast efficient, because they do not pay for the inefficiency. One implication is that
cable companies should choose not to block multicast streams, because ISPs have the
ability to circumvent this feature using the multiple unicast technique, and the resulting inefficiency increases the cost to cable companies and not to ISPs.
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Source Address Based Routing

As discussed in Section 3.1, multicast traffic poses different problems in different architectural configurations. In each case, the cable company can address the problems
without aid from an ISP. When the CMTS is in active mode, regardless of the IGMP
mode of the CM devices, upstream multicast reports sent by the CMTS are dropped at
the regional head-end so that the subscribers cannot receive multicast data. The cable
company can solve this problem at the cable head-end by inserting the IP address of a
subscribing cable modem as the source of membership reports sent upstream instead
of using its own IP address. Alternatively, it can solve the problem at the regional
head-end by using selective forwarding. If there is no interdomain multicast routing
protocol, the cable company can configure the router at the regional head-end to send
IGMP messages upstream. When both the CMTS and the CM are in passive mode,
redundant transmissions can occur. The cable company can address this inefficiency
problem via Selective Forwarding at the regional head-end. In networks where the
CMTS is passive and CMs are active, multicast is always efficient.
As discussed in Section 5.1, a cable company has incentive to provide an efficient
multicast service with both usage-based and non-usage-based pricing. Thus, regardless of whether the CMTS and the cable modems are in active or passive mode, all
multicast is likely to be efficient unless the cable company blocks. However, as described in Section 5.1, cable companies have incentive to block competing services
when there is usage-based pricing, thereby forcing ISPs to carry these competing services using the multiple unicast technique. With non-usage-based pricing, cable companies will not block, and all multicast will be efficient.
5.3

Encapsulation

As described in Section 3.2, users cannot receive multicast unless either multiple
unicast or discriminatory encapsulation are adopted; both require protocols modifications. Whoever provides encapsulation software to the consumer decides whether to
use discriminatory encapsulation. This could be either the cable company or the ISP.
Moreover, discriminatory encapsulation requires either an interdomain multicast routing information exchange, or a change in the way the cable company’s router at the
regional head-end handles multicast packets, or for cable network and ISPs to use the
same multicast routing protocol.
In the case where the cable company provides the encapsulation software, the cable
company can choose discriminatory encapsulation, which is more efficient than multiple unicast, without aid of the ISP. As discussed in Section 5.1, a cable company has
incentive to offer an efficient multicast service with either usage-based or non-usagebased pricing. Thus, cable companies would choose discriminatory encapsulation.
With non-usage-based pricing, where cable companies would not block, it is likely
that all multicast traffic will use this efficient approach. In contrast, with usage-based
pricing, cable companies have reason to block multicast from competing services, so
an ISP has reason to use multiple unicast for this traffic. An ISP can do this without
aid from the cable network. Consequently, multicast traffic from competing services
will be carried inefficiently, and other multicast traffic will be carried efficiently.
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In the case where the ISP provides the encapsulation software, cable companies
acting alone cannot make discriminatory encapsulation work. Neither can ISPs, except in the case where the cable network and ISPs happen to use the same routing protocols. With non-usage-based pricing, cable companies prefer efficient solutions, but
an ISP may or may not be willing to help. ISPs would accept the inefficiency of multiple unicast because inefficiency does not affect their cost, and ISPs would accept the
vulnerability of discriminatory encapsulation to blocking, because a smart cable operator would not block in this case. The result may therefore depend on outside factors. For example, if a network has already been deployed without good support for
multicast, it is easier to upgrade using inefficient multiple unicast, because this requires no change to software at the customer premises.
With usage-based pricing, a cable company would have incentive to block competing multicast services, so ISPs have incentive to deploy multiple unicast. To avoid
the higher cost of multiple unicast due to redundant packet transmissions, the ISP may
even choose to adopt two solutions: multiple unicast for streams that are blocked by
the cable company, and the more efficient discriminatory encapsulation for other multicast traffic. The cable network does have a little incentive to support discriminatory
encapsulation, perhaps with an interdomain exchange of multicast routing information. As above, whether this is enough incentive may depend on outside factors.
5.4

When Blocking Is prohibited

It is possible that regulators will prohibit cable companies from blocking competing
services (e.g. Internet television), or they will use the threat of possible regulation to
deter cable companies from blocking. This section evaluates the impact of such a restriction, assuming that it is the only regulatory restriction. As in Sections 5.1 to 5.3,
we assume that the amount of multicast traffic is significant.
As discussed in Section 5.1, cable companies have no incentive to block when
there is non-usage-based pricing, because ISPs can always resort to multiple unicast.
Thus, with non-usage-based pricing, the results shown in Section 5.2 and 5.3 should
be as appropriate with a prohibition on blocking as they were without the prohibition.
With usage-based pricing, there is a difference. Cable companies would prefer that
multicast be inefficient and therefore expensive for competing services, but efficient
for all other applications. When blocking is prohibited, they can no longer discriminate. If most multicast traffic comes from competing services, a cable company may
prefer that all multicast be inefficient. If competing services are not a serious problem,
and people are more likely to become cable modem customers if they can get a low
price for noncompeting services that use multicast, then a smart cable company would
make multicast efficient. A cable company would also be more inclined to provide efficient multicast when blocking is prohibited if the cable company is affiliated with an
ISP that would benefit from the efficiency. While cable companies may or may not
choose the most efficient option, recall from Section 5.1 that ISPs always prefer efficient multicast when there is usage-based pricing.
With SABR, multicast is always efficient when the CMTS is passive mode and the
CMs are active mode. When the CMTS is in active mode, regardless of the mode of
the CM devices, multicast is not possible unless the cable company adopts non-
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standard solutions, as proposed in Section 3.1. A cable company could choose to do
nothing to solve the problem. This would force ISPs to offer a less efficient multicast
using multiple unicast. The cable company benefits from choosing an efficient solution With usage-based pricing, a profit-maximizing cable company might choose either option, depending on demand for competing services. With non-usage-based
pricing, the cable company benefits from choosing an efficient solution. The cable
company has a similar choice to make if the CMTS and cable modems are both in
passive mode. The cable company might choose to support efficient multicast through
Selective Forwarding, as described in Section 3.1. The cable company might also
choose not to do this, so when customers of different ISPs want to receive the same
multicast stream, each ISP may forward the stream. This is inefficient, but not as inefficient as multiple unicast, where the stream is forwarded once for every recipient
cable modem. Thus, in this case, a prohibition on blocking improves efficiency for
competing services while degrading efficiency for noncompeting services.
With encapsulation, multicast is efficient or it is inefficiently transmitted via multiple unicast. With usage-based pricing, ISPs will always prefer an efficient approach.
However, as demonstrated in Sections 3.2 and 5.3, the ISP cannot do this without help
from the cable company except in the case where the cable network and ISPs happen
to have adopted the same multicast protocols. Once again, the cable company may or
may not prefer the efficient solution, depending on the impact of competing services
on its core business. Thus, either outcome is possible.
Table 1. Summary of Probable Deployments from Sections 5.1 to 5.4

Forwarding Mechanism

USAGE-BASED
PRICING
No ProBlocking
hibition
Prohibited

NON-USAGEBASED

Encapsulation (provided by ISPs)
B or D*
A or B*
A or B*
Encapsulation (provided by cable co.)
D
A or B*
A
SABR (Passive CMTS, Passive CMs)
D
A or C*
A
SABR (Passive CMTS, Active CMs)
D
A
A
SABR (Active CMTS)
D
A or B*
A
A.
Multicast traffic is transmitted efficiently.
B.
Multicast traffic is inefficiently transmitted via multiple unicast. The number of copies equals the number of customers who want the stream.
C.
Multicast traffic is inefficiently transmitted. The number of copies equals
the number of ISPs that have at least one customer who wants the stream.
D.
Competing multicast services are carried inefficiently via multiple unicast
and other multicast traffic is carried via efficient mechanisms.
*
Depends on factors other than technical design.
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Summary

When multiple ISPs are providing services over cable networks, a forwarding
mechanism is needed to deliver the packets traveling upstream to the correct ISP. The
principal forwarding mechanisms that are currently under consideration are source
address based routing (SABR) and encapsulation [20]-[23]. With these protocols,
there are cases where either multicast does not work or works inefficiently.
If one of the widely discussed encapsulation protocols for cable networks (i.e.
L2TP, PPPoE) is adopted, subscribers are not able to receive multicast streams, because a cable network cannot observe the presence of multicast membership reports.
This problem can be solved in two ways: 1) multiple unicast, where a router, converts
multicast packets to multiple unicast packets and then transmits them downstream; 2)
discriminatory encapsulation, where unicast packets are encapsulated but multicast
packets are not in the upstream and the downstream directions. The latter is less efficient. Both require that the ISP be able to understand the cable company’s multicast
packets, perhaps through an inter-domain-multicast routing protocol such as BGMP,
or by translating upstream multicast routing packets into IGMP messages at the regional head-end.
If source-address based routing is the forwarding mechanism and the IGMP modes
of the CMTS devices are active mode, multicast fails because the regional head end
drops a received upstream multicast report (e.g. PIM-SM Join or MOSPF Link State
Advertisement) that is sent by a CMTS. This problem can be solved either at the regional head-end or at the CMTS. At the regional head end, the router could filter the
upstream multicast messages and forward the packet to a randomly selected ISP
whenever a new multicast connection is established, which is Selective Forwarding.
When the problem is solved at the CMTS, the CMTS would use the IP address of a
subscribing cable modem as the source of membership reports sent upstream to the
regional head-end instead of using its own IP address. Neither approach guarantees
fairness to the ISPs; one ISP may consistently carry most of the multicast traffic. We
have described mechanisms a cable company could adopt to solve this fairness problem. On the other hand, if both the CMTS and the CM are passive mode, then multicast works but users can receive more than one copy of every downstream multicast
packet. This redundancy can be prevented at the cable network by adopting the above
Selective Forwarding mechanism for IGMP-Joins. In only one case, where the CMTS
is in passive mode and CMs are in active mode, standard multicast works efficiently.
Additionally, we have shown that DOCSIS gives a cable company the ability to
block any multicast stream it wishes, including video multicast that competes the
company’s core business. However, an ISP can provide its customers a multicast service that the cable company cannot block through multiple unicast.
Assuming that multicast becomes quite common, cable companies and ISPs would
be motivated to provide multicast services. Nevertheless, cable companies and ISPs
are not always motivated to offer an efficient mechanism. We first consider the case
where cable companies are free to block. Motivation depends on whether pricing is
usage-based or non-usage-based. When pricing is usage-based, cable companies
would be motivated to block multicast traffic associated with competing services,
causing this traffic to be carried inefficiently via multiple unicast. All other multicast
traffic would be carried with an efficient multicast service, except possibly in the case
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where encapsulation is used and ISPs provide the encapsulation software. In this
case, it is possible that all traffic will be via multiple unicast. When pricing is nonusage-based, cable companies have no incentive to block because ISPs can adopt
multiple unicast, which hurts cable companies. Traffic would be carried over an efficient multicast service, with the possible exception of the same case where the ISP
provides encapsulation software. In this case, the ISP and cable company must work
together to provide efficient multicast, which may or may not happen.
A cable company may be precluded from blocking by regulation or fear of regulation. Such a prohibition would be unnecessary with non-usage-based pricing, because
cable companies would not block anyway. With usage-based pricing, there are architectures where companies provide efficient multicast. However, there are also architectures where the cable company may or may not be motivated to do so; it depends
on whether cable companies profit more from making competing services expensive
or from making other services inexpensive. If a cable companies chooses not to support efficient approach, then inefficient and expensive multicast will not be limited to
competing services, as was the case without the prohibition. Thus, this regulation
could actually increase the cost of multicast applications to consumers.
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